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What will you never do?

Evening Dinner with a Father

A

son took his old father to
a restaurant for an evening
dinner. Father being very old
and weak, while eating, dropped
food on his shirt and trousers.
Other diners watched him in
disgust while his son was calm.
After he finished eating, his son
who was not at all embarrassed,
quietly took him to the wash
room, wiped the food particles,
removed the stains, combed his
hair and fitted his spectacles
firmly.

W

hen they came out, the
entire restaurant was

watching them in dead silence,
not able to grasp how someone
could embarrass themselves
publicly like that. The son settled
the bill and started walking out
with his father. At that time,
an old man amongst the diners
called out to the son and asked
him, “Don’t you think you have
left something behind?” The son
replied, “No sir, I haven’t”. The
old man retorted, “Yes, you have!
You left a lesson for every son
and hope for every father”. The
restaurant went silent.

once cared for us is one of the
highest
honors. We all know, how our
parents cared for us for every
little things. Love them, respect
them, and care for them.

Moral: To care for those who

Excerpts from Suresh Semwal Book - Power of Responsibilities

“

Doing only our job is not
called
taking
initiative”
We all are crazy about our holidays, and Monday (day after holiday) is the day generally people
dread. I have often asked this
question to my participants in my
seminars that what you do on Sunday. The majority response that I
have gotten is, “After waking up
in the morning I rest the whole
day.” I don’t really understand this
resting after just waking up. Do
we get so tired after night’s sleep
that we need to rest in the day?

I

guess this is also one of the
patterns we follow without
being aware of it. This is what
we have seen people doing.
Do we rest to renew our energy
or just to avoid doing something? Are we resting or rusting?

I

am certainly not against resting or relaxing, but I strongly
believe that we all can do better
with our lives than we really do. I
am sure we all deserve better life
style, better achievements, better
titles than we have. One of the
many things which keep us away
from realizing our best potential
is NOT DOING THE BEST WE
CAN. I am not suggesting you to
be the Best; I am only requesting TO THE BEST WE CAN.

E

veryone cannot climb the
Everest, but everyone should
climb their own Everest of potential. It is not just necessary but
our responsibility as human beings. Humans are the only species
which are capable of doing less
than they can have. In my opinion
success means becoming the Best
We Can. Doing the Best We Can.
This is what gives us happiness,

and avoids from experiences guilt
which is worst emotion one can
experience. Guilt literally kills.
People are not paid on the basis
of time; they are paid on the value creation in the market place.

I

nitiative is a preference for
taking action. It does not only
mean doing your job well, but to
go beyond the given task for the
good of the organization. Doing
something other than the job, we
may even not get any reward for it.
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Be yourself; everyone else is already taken - Oscar Wilde

How do we handle criticism? - Tapas Dasmohapatra
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beautiful evening, I was with
hen again the person shouted
my wife and friends Prerna
dubba dubba. Mohit Chauhan
and Shikhar at Sirifort auditorium, retorted immediately: if you are
Delhi waiting eagerly for the so eager why don’t you come on
wonderful singer Mohit Chauhan stage and sing?
to come on the stage.
he show continued as usual,
e came and mesmerized the
Mohit was doing a good job.
audience with his himachali Then suddenly somebody from
numbers as a tribute to his birth the audience demanded “Mohit –
place. Then he started singing Mohit ….long Pause….again the
beautiful melodious numbers voice came Mohit ...jalebi bai.
from Hindi movies.
hough Mohit ignored the
he audience was enjoying and
request, maintained the
singing with him. Suddenly composure and continued as per
one person from the audience his pre-planned sequence yet I
shouted ‘dubba dubba;’ it was the cannot discount Mohit’s negative
song which made Mohit Chauhan capability (ability to maintain the
famous initially. First he ignored composure in negative situation).
the request and went on with his
original plan.
t is true with any performer be
in life or on stage, everybody

faces embarrassment at many
unexpected corners of life. I
strongly feel that ‘the rate at
which a person can mature is
directly proportionate to the
embarrassment he can tolerate.’

I

Joke

A

L

T

“

young boy enters a barber
ater, when the customer
shop and the barber whisleaves, he sees the same
pers to his customer, “This is the young boy coming out of the ice
dumbest kid in the world. Watch cream store.
while I prove it to you.”
Hey, son! May I ask you a
he barber puts a dollar bill in
question? Why did you take
one hand and two quarters in the quarters instead of the dollar
the other, then calls the boy over bill?
and asks, “Which do you want,
son?” The boy takes the quarters
The boy licked his cone and
and leaves.
replied, “Because the day I
take the dollar, the game is over!”
What did I tell you?” said
the barber. “That kid never
learns!”

“

“
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Thinking is one thing no one has ever been able to tax - Charles Kettering

GST Challenges by Rajesh Saluja (CA)
CHALLENGES
TOWARDS across India. For the purpose
IMPLEMENTATION OF GST GSTN, a Section 25 Company
has been set up primarily to
ST can be termed as one provide IT infrastructure and
of the most important services to the Central and
indirect tax evolutions in the State Governments, tax payers
Indian Taxation history and and other stakeholders for
apart from India the international implementation of the Goods and
community is also eagerly Services Tax (GST). This system
waiting to see its impact on the would need synchronisation of all
Indian economy. The current hardware across all departments
indirect tax regime is deficient being driven by uniform
on multiple counts as far as ease software and this is an area
of doing business is concerned. which is yet to be tested for its
operational effectiveness. Also,
t is important to understand that the Government need to train its
in this ever so evolving business entire revenue staff to understand
environment, it is imperative and manage this system.
that the existing laws should
match the pace of these changes
ST COUNCIL – GST
and GST is one such exercise
Council is like a back
whereby it is expected to weed bone for rolling out GST in
out all the challenges existing in India and although the council
the current indirect tax scenario. started on a positive note, but
in the last couple of meetings,
veryone is hopeful that consensus on vital issues could
the brains behind the not be achieved. Another area
implementation of GST are which could face rough weather
working very hard to make is the list of exempted items, as
sure that the implementation of many states would want specific
GST is seamless and brings the goods to be included in this list.
desired results. Even though the
overall mood is positive, there
ENSITISING
VARIOUS
would be some areas which
STAKEHOLDERS – The
would need more attention: long term success of GST would
mainly depend on increasing
T
INFRASTRUCTURE the tax base. At present people
– Given the fact that GST who do not participate in legal
would in a way unite India as trade practices and mainly
far as a uniform taxation system work in cash, would try to
is concerned and now instead find ways to circumvent the
of working on different IT provisions of GST by creating
platforms of various States and a parallel chain of transactions
Centre, now it will be one system without coming in the tax net.
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ntil and unless GST is able
to bring these people in
the tax net, it might not bring
the desired results. In fact this
could create huge disadvantage
for those who diligently
follow the law. At the same
time, it would be an enormous
task to sensitise existing tax
payer to GST and make them
comfortable for the switch over.

A

t the Business end -For
GST to be successful it is
imperative that the business is
also ready and well prepared to
adapt to the new regime. Since
December 2014, when the 122nd
constitutional amendment bill
was first introduced in parliament,
it has seen many ups and down,
but suddenly since the bills was
passed in the upper house in
August’16, there has been a huge
frenzy of activities and suddenly
the idea of introducing the law
from April 2017, looks real.

T

hese sudden developments
have taken the business
community by surprise and
they find themselves in a tight
space wherein they need to take
important policy decisions and
make process changes at a large
scale and given the April’17
deadline, they look underprepared.

T

here could be challenges,
but the writing is on the wall
and whole of India is looking
forward to next financial year.
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Life is a balance between rest and movement - Osho

T-U-G Yourself by Mahak Vaish

M

any a times it happens
that when we hear
something wrong about
somebody we immediately
pass it on to others, without
even thinking that whether it
is true or not.

L

ater when we come to
know that it was sheer a
gossip or rumor and that too
made up, then we feel very
bad.

once we utter a word it
cannot come back, but most
of us fail to practice the same
at some point of time which
makes dent in someone’s life.

S

o it does happens with
gossip; it doesn’t take
much to spread hurtful
words, but once you do, you
can never completely undo
the damage. One should
herefore, we have to be
always filter his/her thoughts
very careful in spreading
onto three parameters:
rumors about anyone and if
we find that it is untrue then
stop yourself; if it is of no
use, stop yourself; if it is bad,
stop yourself.
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W

et’s practice to take a
moment to filter the
information we receive and
authenticate before spreading
rumors about others, because
it doesn’t cost our tongue
but matters the world for
someone.

ut by that time the image
of that person has a
spot in someone else’s eyes,
which is not ethical with
the person. Intentionally or
unintentionally we dilute
someone’s reputation in
another person’s eyes.
hen you tear a paper
into pieces and throw
them on the floor, it would
certainly be very difficult
to locate all the pieces and
mend the paper again as it
was.

- Truth
- Usage
Good

L

L

et’s be responsible for
what we say and what
oesn’t matter how we do for others.
beautifully you staple it
or paste it with a cello tape,
e always hear that we
the finishing of the paper can
should be very careful
never be same.
in using our words because
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W
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Let’s be good for good!!

“Build your own dreams, or someone else will hire you to build theirs.” – Farrah Gray

Life Lesson!!
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“Do not go through life; grow through life.” – Eric Butterworth
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